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Extended Abstract1
The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm Dempster et al. (1977); Wu (1983); Redner and
Walker (1984) is one of the most widely used heuristics for maximizing likelihood in statistical
models with latent variables. Consider a probability distribution pλ sampling (X, Z), where X is
a vector of observable random variables, Z a vector of non-observable random variables and λ ∈ Λ
a vector of parameters. Given independent samples x1 , . . . , xn of the observed random variables,
the goal of maximum
P likelihood estimation is to select λ ∈ Λ maximizing the log-likelihood of the
samples, namely i log pλ (xi ). Unfortunately, computing pλ (xi ) involves summing pλ (xi , zi )
over all possible values of zi , which commonly results in a log-likelihood function that is nonconvex with respect to λ and therefore hard to optimize. In this context, the EM algorithm proposes
the following heuristic:
• Start with an initial guess λ(0) of the parameters.
• For all t ≥ 0, until convergence:
(t)

– (E-Step) For each sample i, compute the posterior Qi (z) := pλ(t) (Z = z|X = xi ).
P P (t)
(xi ,z)
– (M-Step) Set λ(t+1) := arg maxλ i z Qi (z) log pλ(t)
.
Qi (z)

Intuitively, the E-step of the algorithm uses the current guess of the parameters, λ(t) , to form
(t)
beliefs, Qi , about the state of the (non-observable) Z variables for each sample i. Then the M-step
uses the new
P beliefs about the state of Z for each sample to maximize with respect to λ a lower
bound on i log pλ (xi ). Indeed, by the concavity of the log function, the objective function used
in the M-step of the algorithm is a lower bound on the true log-likelihood for all values of λ, and
it equals the true log-likelihood for λ = λ(t) . From these observations, it follows that the above
alternating procedure improves the true log-likelihood until convergence.
Despite its wide use and practical significance, little is known about whether and under what
conditions EM converges to the true maximum likelihood estimator. A few works establish local
convergence of the algorithm to stationary points of the log-likelihood function Wu (1983); Tseng
(2004); Chrétien and Hero (2008), and even fewer local convergence to the MLE Redner and Walker
(1984); Balakrishnan et al. (2017). Besides local convergence, it is also known that badly initialized
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EM may settle far from the MLE both in parameter and in likelihood distance Wu (1983). The
lack of theoretical understanding of the convergence properties of EM is intimately related to the
non-convex nature of the optimization it performs.
Our paper aims to illuminate why EM works well in practice and develop techniques for understanding its behavior. We do so by analyzing one of the most basic and natural, yet still challenging, statistical models EM may be applied to, namely balanced mixtures of two multi-dimensional
Gaussians with equal and known covariance matrices. In particular, we study the convergence of
EM when applied to the following family of parametrized density functions:
pµ1 ,µ2 (x) = 0.5 · N (x; µ1 , Σ) + 0.5 · N (x; µ2 , Σ),
where Σ is a known covariance matrix, (µ1 , µ2 ) are unknown (vector) parameters, and N (µ, Σ; x)
represents the Gaussian density with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, i.e.
N (x; µ, Σ) = √


1
exp −0.5(x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ) .
2π det Σ

Our main contribution is to provide global convergence guarantees for EM applied to the above
family of distributions. We establish our result for both the “population version” of the algorithm,
and the finite-sample version, as described below.
Analysis of Population EM for Mixtures of Two Gaussians. To elucidate the optimization features of the algorithm and avoid analytical distractions arising due to sampling error, it has been
standard practice in the literature of theoretical analyses of EM to consider the “population version”
of the algorithm, where the EM iterations are performed assuming access to infinitely many samples from a distribution pµ1 ,µ2 as above. With infinitely many samples, we can identify the mean,
µ1 +µ2
, of pµ1 ,µ2 , and re-parametrize the density around the mean as follows:
2
pµ (x) = 0.5 · N (x; µ, Σ) + 0.5 · N (x; −µ, Σ).

(1)

We first study the convergence of EM when we perform iterations with respect to the parameter
µ of pµ (x) in (1). Starting with an initial guess λ(0) for the unknown mean vector µ, the t-th
iteration of EM amounts to the following update:
h
i
(t)
Ex∼pµ 0.5Np (x;λ(x) ,Σ) x
(t)
h λ
i ,
λ(t+1) = M (λ(t) , µ) ,
(2)
0.5N (x;λ(t) ,Σ)
Ex∼pµ
p
(x)
λ(t)

where we have compacted both the E- and M-step of EM into one update.
The intuition behind the EM update formula is as follows. First, we take expectations with
respect to x ∼ pµ because we are studying the population version of EM, hence we assume access
(t)

to infinitely many samples from pµ . For each sample x, the ratio 0.5Np (x;λ(x) ,Σ) is our belief, at
λ(t)
step t, that x was sampled from the first Gaussian component of pµ , namely the one for which our
current estimate of its mean vector is λ(t) . (The complementary probability is our present belief
that x was sampled from the other Gaussian component.) Given these beliefs for all vectors x, the
update (2) is the result of the M-step of EM. Intuitively, our next guess λ(t+1) for the mean vector of
the first Gaussian component is a weighted combination over all samples x ∼ pµ where the weight
of every x is our belief that it came from the first Gaussian component.
Our main result for population-EM is the following:
2
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Informal Theorem 1 (Population EM Analysis) Whenever the initial guess λ(0) is not equidistant to µ and −µ, EM converges geometrically to either µ or −µ, with convergence rate that
improves as t → ∞. We provide a simple, closed form expression of the convergence rate as a
function of λ(t) and µ. If the initial guess λ(0) is equidistant to µ and −µ, EM converges to the
unstable fixed point 0.
A formal statement of Informal Theorem 1 is provided in the full version of the paper. As a
simple illustration of our result, we show that, in one dimension, when our original guess λ(0) =
+∞ and the signal-to-noise ratio µ/σ = 1, 10 steps of the EM algorithm result in 1% error.
Despite the simplicity of the case we consider, no global convergence results were known prior
to our work, even for the population EM. Balakrishnan et al. (2017) studied the same setting proving
only local convergence, i.e. convergence only when the initial guess is close to the true parameters.
They argue that the population EM update is contracting close to the true parameters. Unfortunately, the EM update is non-contracting outside a small neighborhood of the true parameters so
this argument cannot be used for a global convergence guarantee.
In this work, we study the problem under arbitrary starting points and completely characterize
the fixed points of EM. We show that other than a measure-zero subset of the space (namely points
that are equidistant from the centers of the two Gaussians), any initialization of the EM algorithm
converges to the true centers of the Gaussians, providing explicit bounds for the convergence rate.
To achieve this, we follow an orthogonal approach to Balakrishnan et al. (2017): Instead of trying
to directly compute the number of steps required to reach convergence for a specific instance of
the problem, we study the sensitivity of the EM iteration as the instance varies. The intuition is
that if the EM update is sensitive to updating the instance, then changing the instance should also
attract the update towards the changing instance; see Figure 1. We can use this, in turn, to argue
that keeping the instance fixed, one EM update makes progress towards the true parameters. In
particular, we gain a handle on the convergence rate of EM on all instances at once.
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Figure 1: Sensitivity of the EM update when changing the true parameters. Large sensitivity implies
large progress towards the true parameters.

Analysis of Finite-Sample EM for Mixtures of Two Gaussians. The finite sample analysis proceeds in three steps. First, in the finite sample regime we do not know the average of the two mean
vectors, (µ1 + µ2 )/2, exactly. We show that, with Õ(d/2 ) samples, we can approximate the average to within Mahalanobis distance . We then chain two coupling arguments. The first compares
the progress towards the true mean made by the correctly centered population EM update to that
3
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of the incorrectly centered population EM update. The second compares the progress towards the
true mean made by the incorrectly centered population EM update with the progress made by the
incorrectly centered finite sample EM update. See Figure 2. Given the error incurred in the approximation of the center (µ1 + µ2 )/2, we propose to stabilize the sample-based EM iteration by
including in the sample for each sampled point xi its symmetric point −xi . This is the sample based
version that we analyze, although our analysis goes through without this stabilization. Our result is
the following, formally given in the full version.
Informal Theorem 2 (Finite Sample EM Analysis) Whenever  < SN R, Õ(d/2 ·poly(1/SN R))
samples suffice to approximate µ1 and µ2 to within Mahalanobis 
distance
 using the EM algoq 
d
rithm. In particular, the error rate of the EM based estimator is Õ
where n is the number
n
of samples, which is optimal up to logarithmic factors.2
Bootstrapping EM for Faster Convergence. We note that, in multiple dimensions, care must
be taken in initializing the EM algorithm, even in the infinite sample regime, as the convergence
guarantee depends on the angle between the current iterate
√ and the true mean vector. While a
randomly chosen unit vector will have projection of Θ(1/ d) in the direction of µ, we argue that
we can boostrap EM to turn this projection larger than a constant. This allows us to work with
similar convergence rates as in the single-dimensional case, namely only SNR (and not dimension)
dependent.
Informal Theorem 3 (EM Initialization) EM can be boostrapped so that the number of iterations
required to approximate µ1 and µ2 to within Mahalanobis distance  depends logarithmically in
the dimension.
Related Work on Learning Mixtures of Gaussians. We have already outlined the literature on
the Expectation-Maximization algorithm. Several results study its local convergence properties and
there are known cases where badly initialized EM fails to converge. See above.
There is also a large body of literature on learning mixtures of Gaussians. A long line of work
initiated by Dasgupta Dasgupta (1999); Arora and Kannan (2001); Vempala and Wang (2004);
Achlioptas and McSherry (2005); Kannan et al. (2005); Dasgupta and Schulman (2007); Chaudhuri
and Rao (2008); Brubaker and Vempala (2008); Chaudhuri et al. (2009) provides rigorous guarantees on recovering the parameters of Gaussians in a mixture under separability assumptions, while
later work Kalai et al. (2010); Moitra and Valiant (2010); Belkin and Sinha (2010) has established
guarantees under minimal information theoretic assumptions. More recent work Hardt and Price
(2015) provides tight bounds on the number of samples necessary to recover the parameters of
the Gaussians as well as improved algorithms, while another strand of the literature studies proper
learning with improved running times and sample sizes Suresh et al. (2014); Daskalakis and Kamath (2014). Finally, there has been work on methods exploiting general position assumptions or
performing smoothed analysis Hsu and Kakade (2013); Ge et al. (2015).
In practice, the most common algorithm for learning mixtures of Gaussians is the ExpectationMaximization algorithm, with the practical experience that it performs well in a broad range of
2. Note that even if SN R is arbitrarily large (so that the two Gaussian components
qare“perfectly separated”) the
d
problem degenerates to finding the mean of one Gaussian whose optimal rate is Ω
.
n
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Figure 2: (a) Coupling correctly and incorrectly centered population EM updates. We show that,
starting from the same iterate, the correctly and incorrectly centered population EM updates will land to close-by points. (b) Coupling incorrectly centered population EM and
finite sample EM updates. We show that, starting from the same iterate, the incorrectly
centered population EM update and the finite sample update land to close-by points.

scenarios despite the lack of theoretical guarantees. Recently, Balakrishnan et al. (2017) studied
the convergence of EM in the case of an equal-weight mixture of two Gaussians with the same
and known covariance matrix, showing local convergence guarantees. In particular, they show that
when EM is initialized close enough to the actual parameters, then it converges. In this work, we
revisit the same setting considered by Balakrishnan et al. (2017) but establish global convergence
guarantees. We show that, for any initialization of the parameters, the EM algorithm converges
geometrically to the true parameters. We also provide a simple and explicit formula for the rate of
convergence.
Concurrent and independent work by Xu, Hsu and Maleki Xu et al. (2016) has also provided
global and geometric convergence guarantees for the same setting, as well as a slightly more general
setting where the mean of the mixture is unknown, but they do not provide explicit convergence
rates. They also do not provide an analysis of the finite-sample regime.
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